A unique “surf” charter on the luxury live-aboard “Infiniti” in the Andaman
Islands to delight world’s surfing enthusiasts
•
•

Fully catered, hosted, guided 10-day surf trip
Surf trip of a lifetime!

This April, the Infiniti live-aboard – a luxury super-yacht in the Andaman Islands
will serve up a very special treat – an exclusive surf trip that will take surfers to
the best waves & breaks in the Andaman Islands.
The Andaman & Nicobar Islands are a group of 572 islands in the bay of Bengal of
the Indian Ocean; a part of India. It is well known that Andaman Islands are a
diver’s paradise – but it has been a secret that there are also amazing waves here
that make it a surfer’s dream destination.
The Andaman’s burst onto the surfing scene via John Seaton Callahan’s video
opus Thicker Than Water, which featured the first known surf trip into the area
after decades of government restrictions were finally lifted.
Earlier, a surfing adventure here meant a few days or arduous travel and budget
accommodation – but now there is a chance to surf the exclusive waves in total
comfort & luxury from a fully equipped, brand new live-aboard.
The surf trip on the Infiniti has been finalized as a ten-day trip to the East & West
coast of Little Andaman, South Sentinel, Cinque & Twin islands from March 29 th
to April 8th. It will be a catered, guided & hosted trip with expert surfers onboard
and delicious fresh meals served all day. As an extra, diving will also be available
including PADI courses (though the main focus will be surfing).
The Surf:
The Andamans are tropical islands in the Bay of Bengal, and most waves break over
shallow, sharp reef. With both high performance and barreling waves, this region is
suitable for intermediate to advanced surfers. Afew surfers make their way to Little
Andaman each year, and there are rumors of a surf camp in the area, but crowds are
never a factor. On any of the other islands, you’ll be the only surfer.
Some known Waves Worth Surfing:
Kumari Point: The original Andaman discovery, Kumari Point is a long, fast righthand
barrel over reef in an isolated location on Little Andaman
Muddys: A long, rippable, punchy lefthand reef break
Jarawa Point: a rippable lefthander with limited land access on Little Andaman
Jackson Creek: Another lefthand reef break on Little Andaman.
Corbyn’s Bay:

Totem Reef:
Explore: The Andaman and Nicobar islands are still largely protected by the Indian
government, and for the most part unexplored. With a charter boat and a bit of
patience, one could discover all kinds of waves in this area.
Water: The Andamans are extremely isolated and undeveloped, and enjoy the
crystalline water that has come to be expected in a tropical island paradise. Water
temps hover in the low 80s F (upper 20s C) year round.
The Live-aboard:The surfers will be hosted on the brand new luxury live-aboard
Infiniti. The Infiniti (www.InfinitiLiveAboard.com) is a RINA certified, high
quality live-aboard fully equipped for a luxurious stay and sailing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large 37m yacht with four decks
All inside areas fully air conditioned
Onboard kitchen with a dedicated chef
Indoor lounge with entertainment, outdoor lounge, huge sundeck,
indoor dining
Spacious rooms nicely furnished with supersize twin beds and
storage, picture windows with ocean views
Ensuite bathrooms with hot water

Questions &Booking: Contact ed@soulandsurf.com

